
 

 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF AGM 2022 

HELD AT: VIRTUAL via Teams 

DATE AND TIME: 11TH FEB 2022, 18.30 

15 ATTENDEES 

 

Points 

 

• Minutes of the previous AGM were read out and passed as a true record. 

There were no comments 

 

Chairman’s Report 

• The Chairman thanked everyone for taking the time to attend. 2020 had 

been a difficult year for the Club, with COVID-19 restrictions, unusual 

playing conditions, the lack of fund-raising opportunities etc but it hadn’t all 

been bad news.  

• The Academy team was formed and did well in the first season. The Junior 

section continues to go from strength to strength with three girls and one 

boy now representing SPCC at County level. Financially we are better off 

now than in previous years but this will be covered in the Treasurers Report 

• Future plans – the Club restructure has taken place with positions allocated 

to all Committee members as the primary point of contact for certain key 

tasks within the club. This was covered at a pre-AGM meeting in February 

and accepted by all as a great move forward.  

• We have a new playing policy for the Firsts where we are concentrating on 

attracting local, young talent backed up by a good pro and some 

experienced cricketers. We feel this will help us to forge a strong, long term 

team that will allow talented juniors to come through the ranks and remain at 

the club. 

• The new external plans have worked well, apart from the destruction of the 

marquee during the Winter storms. This will be rebuilt and taken down each 

time the Summer season finishes. Decking will be extended pre season.  

• Cellar cooling is working well which hasl allowed premium beers to be sold 

and we met with the Rugby Club (RC) and have committed with a 

wholesaler and/or brewery to make sure the club trades with consistent 

brands throughout the year. 
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• We are, eventually, closing in on the long term lease that has been delayed 

due to COVID, just a couple of small points to iron out but we are very close. 

This will allow us to apply for some capital investment to help expand the 

current club and potentially build changing rooms on the old clubhouse site. 

• The Chairman expressed his thanks to the RC for helping to establish an 

excellent, collaborative working relationship with SPCC for the mutual 

benefit of both parties, which in turn allowed the formation and Constitution 

approval for Seaham Park Sports Club (SPSC). Long may this continue. 

• The Chairman also wished to thank the sponsors who have remained loyal 

to the Club through some challenging times and the new sponsors that have 

committed to the Club for the mid to long term. It is truly appreciated. 

 

Treasurers Report 

• Michael stated that the club turnover and expenditure for the 2021 season 

was as follows 

Money In £30,290 

Money Out  £22,416 

Balance £7874 

Bank balance £16,300 

• Trading was significantly down on previous years but with no rent, no Pro, 

grants in, etc this allows us to start the 2022 season stronger than ever. 

• Plans are in place to tighten the financial reporting on a daily and weekly 

basis and this should help control costs and give a better understanding of 

where we are financially. 

 

Officials 

• There were no nominations for Executive posts and therefore Andrew 

Ferguson and Michael McNicholas were all re-elected as Chairman and 

Secretary and Treasurer respectively 

• No nominations for the Committee so all Committee members were re-

elected 

 

AOB 

• A question was asked about how the Junior set up now worked. An 

explanation was given by MMcN and emphasised that the idea of the new 

way was to give a consistent, coordinated structure to every Junior team so 

as they pass through the club there won’t be any changes in the routine, 

mentality, selection process etc.  



 

 

• Gratitude was expressed from the All Stars to Paul Gilmore as Junior Co-

ordinator for the engagement he had shown to the section. 

• The selection process for Junior sides was discussed and agreed it would 

be based on ability and the key to making this work was parental 

involvement in advance of selection. 

•  Michael McGhin and Lisa Roberts brought to attention that we adopt the 

new principles of the ECB anti discrimination code for the 2022 season. 

 

There being no further items the meeting closed at 19.25 

 

 


